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M. I. Ivanchenko. We are honoured to be the disciples of Valeriy P. Burkat
The article shows the view of the famous scientist V. P. Burkat on issues of
breed-forming process in livestock, evaluation of sires and use of biotechnological
methods for cattle breeding, necessity to remember the lessons of classical breeding
and to refer to their teachers respectfully as well training of young scientists – future
national science. Their views on V. P. Burkat as a teacher who prepared the pleiad of
the renowned scientists were expressed by his disciples.
V. P. Burkat advocated improving the zoned cattle breeds through the use of
the gene pool of highly productive breeds well adapted to industrial production
technology of dairy cattle product, knowing that such move would have not only
supporters but also opponents. Agreeing with the need to preserve the gene pool of
local cattle breeds, he stressed their entering in the Red Book and breeding in the
protected farms with long-term preservation of gametes and embryos in special
storage. The scientist was aware that the use of foreign breeds to improve the array of
domestic livestock can lead to some decrease of milk fat content and reduction of the
period of economic use of cows and he recommended intensive culling of the cows
which did not meet the required parameters and providing appropriate conditions of
animal feeding for newly created populations. His radical approach in creating arrays
of domestic productive and adapted to current technological conditions cattle in a
short time was in a choice of a founder of lines and families, creation of new
genealogical groups, including synthetic line, software development of large-scale
breeding, definition of breeding farms role, implementation of embryo genetic
methods, etc. Stressing the tough market conditions of dairy industry in relation to
performance of animals, the scientist urged of the need to create state control
assistant service and its responsibilities would be to assess of the animals of active
population by type of constitution and animal performance accounting. According to
V. P. Burkat, development and improvement of new dairy breeds with high genetic
potential for milk yield would reduce the number of dairy cows and increase the
abundance of beef cattle, which would contribute to development of beef cattle
breeding and solve the problem of providing population with high-quality beef. The
scientist believed that it was necessary creating a new livestock science –
biotechnological selection, which would be a tool of livestock breeding, but not
replace classical animal breeding. Caring about the future of science and Institute of
Animal Breeding and Genetics, V. P. Burkat initiated a conference of young
scientists, where scientific beginners could defend their vision and theory.
Giving way to science for many of his disciples, Valeriy P. often mentioned
scientists who gave a start to him in scientific life: M. F. Ivanov, M. A. Kravchenko,
F. F. Eisner and many others.
Valeriy P. generously passed the gained knowledge and experience to his
disciples, who were his pride. Our teacher, Valeriy P. Burkat was a very and wise
prudent man; he did not give promises which performance was impossible, and
negative remarks against his employees perceived as his own one. He was an
intelligent, thoughtful, serious, noble, cultural and erudite man, professional who
solved the issues objectively and fundamentally. If Valeriy P. promised to do
something or help, everyone knew it would be fulfilled necessarily. When even he

did not agree with something or someone, he always gave the opportunity to express
opinion, bring arguments, the evidence of ideas and when beliefs were good he
agreed with them. His word was never at odds with the deed. As a creative person, he
always supported the original ideas, progressive solutions and innovative approaches.
He was fond of aphorisms, poetry, prose, music and often invited to listen to
some composition. He liked reading excerpts of the most beloved works. He was a
great patriot of Ukraine, who actively promoted the idea of national development. As
a publicist he produced several books, where collected well-known sayings about
Ukraine, poems, regulatory documents concerning our country, including "Love your
Ukraine ...". Communication with him was curious and easy, primarily as with a wise
man, and only then as with the head of the institution.
He taught us to cherish a Ukrainian family by example of love for his family,
wife and children, where should rule harmony and order, where a father is a head
with all responsibility and deserves respect. Overall, he loved life in all its
manifestations using it completely and therefore even now, several years after his
death, very difficult to say the words: "knew, worked, was ...". He is a part in each of
us, his disciples and so we always express our gratitude for the soul warmth and
kindness, wise counsel in the science, love to neighbour and the Ukrainian land, and
most importantly we try to be worthy disciples of Valeriy P. Burkat.
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